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Drying is one of the oldest methods for food preservation that removes the water from fruit and makes it available for

consumption throughout the year. Dried fruits can be produced by small- and large-scale processors, which makes them a

very popular food among consumers and food manufacturers. The most frequent uses of drying technology include

osmotic dehydration, vacuum drying, freeze-drying, and different combinations of other drying technologies. However,

drying may provoke undesirable changes with respect to physiochemical, sensory, nutritional, and microbiological quality.

The energy efficiency of drying processes and the quality of dried fruits are crucial factors in fruit drying. Recent research

shows that innovative technologies such as ultrasound, pulsed electric field, or high pressure may be used as a

pretreatment or in combination with traditional drying technologies for process intensification. This could result in quality

improvements of dried fruits and enhanced efficiency and capacity of the production process, with a positive impact on

environmental and economic benefits.
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1. Introduction

Fresh fruits have high moisture contents as they are classified as highly perishable commodities; therefore, storage at

refrigerated temperatures and controlled humid conditions is required . Fruits are rich sources of nutrients, including

vitamins, minerals, dietary fibers, phenolics, carotenoids, etc., that are useful for human health. Drying is an alternative

method for the preservation of the nutritional value of fruits, which increases their relative concentration, extends their

shelf life, and minimizes packaging, handling, and transportation costs . In addition, drying is an alternative to expensive

postharvest management and selling surpluses of fruits on the market. The drying of fruits by conventional methods, such

as sun drying or open-air drying, can degrade quality and food safety. Numerous disadvantages of these technologies led

to the development of new drying technologies, such as oven drying, microwaving, vacuuming, as well as infrared, freeze,

and different hybrid drying, which are being used successfully for different kinds of fruits . Each drying technique

depends on various factors, such as the required type of product, size, level of ripeness, structure, color, aroma, chemical

composition, nutritional composition, together with expected final quality, availability of a dryer, and costs.

Fruits are commonly subjected to various chemical and/or physical pretreatments prior to thermal drying to shorten the

drying time, reduce energy consumption and preserve the quality of products. By modifying the properties of fruit tissue,

pretreatments could increase the drying rate, inhibit the bio-enzymes, and minimize possible deterioration reactions during

drying and subsequent storage . Therefore, each product needs to be dried by using appropriate pre-and post-

processing steps, such as osmotic dehydration, blanching, soaking, or by the use of innovative approaches, e.g.,
ultrasound, pulsed electric field, high hydrostatic pressure, cold plasma, or other treatments to add satisfactory value after

drying .

2. Unconventional/Emerging Drying Intensification Technologies

Many different strategies can be applied in order to enhance the drying process and/or to improve dried food properties.

These strategies usually consider the modification of drying parameters or material properties. The approach that is based

on changing the parameters of drying, such as temperature, flow rate, and humidity, is usually sufficient to enhance the

first period of drying, which is governed by external mass transfer resistance. In turn, intensification of the second stage of

drying can usually be achieved by the introduction of a pretreatment step that will change the material properties, for

example, its dimensions or integrity of the cellular structure. A reduction in dimensions, which can intensify drying kinetics

to a great extent, is not always possible. The rupture of cellular structure can be thermally achieved, e.g., blanching .

Additionally, this can be done by non-thermal methods such as high hydrostatic pressure (HHP), cold plasma (CP),

ultrasound, or pulsed electric field (PEF) treatment . Non-thermal treatments, in principle, allow better preservation of

thermo-sensitive compounds and are linked with lower energy consumption in comparison to thermal-based technologies.
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2.1. Ultrasound

Ultrasound (US) can be described as a cyclic sound pressure with a frequency that is inaudible to humans (>20 kHz). In

food processing, ultrasound can be used for the enactment of traditional technologies or to replace them. Ultrasound can

be utilized either as low-frequency but high-energy or as high-frequency but low-energy assays. The first one is usually

associated with the facilitation of different unit operations such as extraction, freezing and thawing, emulsification, and

homogenization or drying, while the second one is mainly associated with control, analytical and diagnostic procedures

. The application of low-frequency but high-intensity ultrasound causes different phenomena depending on the type of

medium where they propagate. The application of ultrasound in the fluid systems results in cavitation and microstreaming,

which intensifies mass and heat transfer but can also lead to the formation of free radicals and reactive oxygen species.

Cavitation bubbles that are collapsing may also erode and degrade the surface or structure of the materials that they

contact . When ultrasound propagates through solid-like material, for instance, food matrix, cyclic compression, and

expansion of material can occur—such behavior is called sponge effect and it can lead to the formation of micro-channels,

which facilitate mass transfer between the treated material and its surroundings . Ultrasound can be applied using

direct and contact methods or indirectly using ultrasound baths . In the case of drying, ultrasound can be used not only

prior to drying, but also during the process .

The literature about the effect of US on drying kinetics is ambiguous and the effects of pretreatment depend strongly on

the food matrix (Figure 1). There are reports that indicate that sonication can reduce the drying time of apples by 11–40%

in comparison to untreated material , and there are articles that demonstrate that US pretreatment has no effect on

process course or that it can even extend drying, as it was reported for carrots .

Figure 1. Minimum (MIN) and maximum (MAX) air-drying time reductions for different food matrices as reported in the

scientific literature for pulsed electric field (PEF) and ultrasound (US) pretreatment.

Moreover, drying kinetics seem to depend not only on the type of raw material but also on the parameters of US. The

influence of sonication time is one of the most studied issues. It was found that the relation between the time of sonication

and drying reduction is not linear. For instance, the sonication of 20 min of apple tissue reduced air drying better than the

treatment of 30 min . Similar findings were reported for other raw materials, such as pineapples or parsley leaves 

.

The possibility of process intensification by sonication was also exemplified by other drying methods, such as microwave-

assisted air drying or vacuum drying. It has been demonstrated that microwave and ultrasound-assisted air drying

reduced processing time by 79% in comparison to traditional, convection processes. In addition, samples produced with

the assistance of US exhibited higher porosity and better reconstitution properties than untreated material .

The vacuum drying of nectarine with sonication was 50% shorter than the control process, plus US treated samples

demonstrated higher retention of phenols and smaller changes in color. The authors of this study stated that there is a

synergistic effect of vacuum drying and ultrasound treatment . The positive addition of ultrasound during drying on

rehydration and color retention was also demonstrated for purple-fleshed potatoes .

2.2. Pulsed Electric Fields

Pulsed electric field (PEF) is an electron-based technology since it involves electric fields for its application. PEF

treatment of food depends on the exposition of material into short-lasting pulses characterized by high electric field

intensity that varies from 0.1 to 50 kVcm , depending on the desired technological effect . PEF treatment results in
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a rupture of cell membrane continuity due to a phenomenon and a process of electroporation . The electroporation can

be irreversible or reversible depending on the induced transmembrane potential of the cell that is treated, which in turn

depends on many different factors. Among them are the cell diameter and external electric field, which are the most

important . Figure 2 presents the SEM images of apple tissue treated by PEF at different parameters with indicated

ruptures in cellular structure.

Figure 2. SEM images of untreated (0_0) and PEF treated (1.85_50—E = 1.85 kV cm , n = 50 pulses; 5_10—E = 5 kV

cm , n = 10 pulses; 5_100—E = 5 kV cm , n = 100 pulses) fresh apple tissue. Red arrows indicate the damages and

ruptures in cell structure. Magnification of × 100. E—electric field intensity of applied PEF [kV cm ]; n—number of pulses.

Source: own elaboration, unpublished data.

The majority of PEF applications in food processing involves irreversible electroporation. Such PEF treatment can be

used to enhance extraction, juice pressing, freezing, osmotic dehydration, or drying . However, there are some data

that demonstrated that reversible electroporation could also be applied for the improvement of drying . It is worth noting

that the effectiveness of PEF treatment has been proved on an industrial scale for winemaking, juice preservation or

potato processing .

As a contrast to ultrasound, the vast majority of scientific publications show that PEF pretreatment facilitates mass

transfer during drying. Drying reduction by PEF prior to water removal varies from 2% to 57% in comparison to untreated

material, as it was reported for apples and basil leaves, respectively (Figure 3). The effect of PEF on drying depends on

many different factors that are related to the material properties and processing parameters: electric field intensity, energy

input, number of pulses, pulse width, and geometry or drying methods .

For instance, the intensification of drying depends on the cell disintegration index (CDI) of the material (which varies from

0 to 1, for untreated and hypothetical totally disintegrated samples). Here, the effective water diffusion coefficient of apples

subjected to air-drying was equal to 1.044, 1.090, and 1.252 m  s , for untreated samples, samples with CDI = 0.33 and

with CDI = 0.88, respectively .

A higher water diffusion coefficient of PEF pretreated samples was also reported by Ostermeier et al.  for the two-step

convective drying of onion tissue. Further, PEF treatment was also characterized by 14.5% higher pyruvic acid content

and a 47% higher rehydration coefficient.

The exposition of the material to PEF treatment was also demonstrated as an efficient method for freeze-drying

improvements. Wu et al.  reported that the application of 30 pulses at an electric field intensity of 1 kV cm  reduced

the freeze-drying time by 22.5% in comparison to untreated apples. The higher reduction in freeze-drying time of 31.5%,

as compared to intact material, was reported for potatoes treated by 45 pulses at 1.5 kV cm . A very interesting approach

for the utilization of PEF in the freeze-drying process was demonstrated by Lammerskitten et al. . In this case, the

authors did not freeze the apple slices before freeze-drying using a freezer, rather the freezing occurred inside the freeze-

drying chamber as a result of a pressure drop during the initial phases of freeze-drying. Such treated material kept its
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original shape (low drying shrinkage) and it was characterized by a high crunchiness index, high porosity, and had similar

chemical properties to the untreated material . Similar findings were also reported by Fauster et al.  for freeze-dried

strawberries and bell peppers. Some of the research papers indicated that PEF can also improve vacuum drying, similar

to how it improves air and freeze-drying. As it has been reported by Liu et al. , PEF pretreatment of carrots reduced

vacuum drying time by 33–55% and improved the retention of carotenoids.

Although the number of publications in the field of PEF and drying is growing, the research should also focus on the

combination of PEF with other unconventional drying methods, such as infrared drying or microwave vacuum drying.

Although some of the drying techniques in combination with PEF are well tested, optimization studies, using advanced

experimental planning methods, are needed. Such an approach could address the questions related to the potential

modification of drying parameters, such as temperature, in order to get the best possible quality and economic outcomes.

Moreover, there is a gap in knowledge about the effectiveness of PEF pretreatment before drying for pilot and industrial-

scale processes enhancement and the sustainability aspects of its utilization.

2.3. High Hydrostatic Pressure

High hydrostatic pressure (high pressure processing, HHP, HPP) is one of the oldest and most popular non-thermal food

processing methods. However, it is used mainly for preservation purposes since it inactivates microorganisms but keeps

low molecular weight substances (like vitamins) intact. HHP is also used on an industrial scale. It has been reported that

in 2015, more than 300 units of HHP were operating all over the world . The utilization of HHP, like PEF or US, can also

modify the cell membrane permeability, and thus it can enhance water transfer during dehydration processes . HHP

pretreatment has been demonstrated to reduce the drying time of vegetables such as carrots, green beans, and

potatoes  or fruits such as apples  and pineapples . This method has also been demonstrated as effective in

the intensification of drying of ginger—processes preceded by HHP treatment (10 min, 100–400 MPa) were characterized

by much higher moisture diffusivity (2.84–6.09 × 10  m  s ) than the reference operation (2.03–4.87 × 10  m  s ).

Moreover, HHP pretreatment also increased the extractability of oleoresin and 6-gingerol from dried material . HHP

pretreatment has also been reported to increase the antioxidant activity of osmodehydrated strawberries . However, the

effect of HHP treatment applied prior to drying depends on the quality changes of dried material and depends strongly on

matrix type. It has been reported that HHP may result in undesirable color changes like the darkening of tissue, as it has

been reported in the case of garlic . One of the main drawbacks of HHP treatment is the cost of the processing and

batch (or quasi-continuous) operating mode. Some studies report the costs of HHP to be three times higher than the costs

of PEF treatment .

2.4. Cold Plasma

Plasma is considered as a fourth, quasi-neutral, like gas, state of matter. It is, in fact, an ionized gas which is a mixture of

anions and cations, electrons, free radicals, molecules in an excited state, and non-ionized molecules . The presence

of very active chemical molecules, such as free radicals or reactive oxygen species, makes plasma a potential tool for the

decontamination of food and food contact surfaces. Indeed, most of the literature data about possible plasma utilization in

food processing deal with preservation and microbial quality . However, plasma application can also modify the surface

properties of materials subjected for treatment, like some of the polymers . The modification of the surface by cold

plasma treatment was also reported for food products, such as black pepper seeds . Recently, cold plasma has been

reported as a pretreatment method for drying enhancement. Such an approach is related to the aforementioned possibility

of modification of the surface and structure by plasma application by the physical and chemical processes—plasma can

etch large cavities into the structure of the material, which facilitates subsequent moisture removal during drying . The

time of wolfberry drying was reduced by 50% when processes were preceded by cold plasma treatment. Moreover, the

plasma-treated dried material exhibited better reconstitution properties and higher retention of phenolics in comparison to

the untreated material. The authors of this study stated that in addition to the alteration of the surface, the cellular

structure was disintegrated as well due to cold plasma treatment . The acceleration of drying by cold plasma treatment

has also been reported for shitake mushroom  or corn kernel  drying. Nevertheless, the data about the impact of

plasma radiation of food before drying are limited, but the method seems to be very promising, especially for the

facilitation of drying of peel containing raw materials such as chili pepper . Moreover, since plasma consists of very

reactive chemical molecules, research should also focus on the chemical property changes and safety aspects of such

treated food. Another important issue related to the utilization of this method is the possibility of its scale-up ability.
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3. Conclusions

Drying provides extended shelf life, reduced transportation costs, and minimized losses for various foods, and it is an

indispensable part of the food processing industry around the world. Recent literature is focused on applying advanced

technologies for drying intensification to improve conventional drying performances with respect to product quality and

energy savings. Combinations of drying methods/hybrid drying and advanced pretreatments are useful for optimal results

for both product quality and environmental impacts. Therefore, the right selection of drying methods and mathematical

optimizations (modeling) of the process can reduce energy consumption, operational costs and provide superior quality

products. Thermal drying techniques, such as hot air, have significant adverse effects on shrinkage, color, and textural

properties, but they are economic. Furthermore, microwaves due to the volumetric effect increase drying rate and reduce

drying time and energy consumption, with the final quality close to hot air drying. Introducing vacuuming during drying will

cause the avoidance of thermal and oxidative stress, with positive repercussions on product quality. In conclusion,

combinations of advanced and conventional techniques have the potential to overcome inherited disadvantages of single

technologies, while improving the economic outlook of food manufacturing.
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